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The cause of neural tube defects: some experiments
and a hypothesis
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SUMMARY The mouse mutant curly-tail is an animal model for human neural tube defects (NTD).
Around 60% spontaneously have NTD. It has been found that maternal administration of hydroxy-
urea, mitomycin C, or 5-fluorouracil on day 9 of pregnancy, that is, when the fetal neural tube is
in the final stages of closure, leads to a significant reduction in the proportion of NTD (to 15 to

20%) in the offspring, while total litter size is unaffected. All these substances are inhibitors of
DNA synthesis, yet are apparently beneficial to subjects predisposed to NTD. As a consequence, it
is suggested that the underlying mechanism causing NTD in the mice, and also in man, is a basic
metabolic defect in DNA synthesis which affects cell replication and results in abnormal morpho-
genesis of the neuraxis.

Neural tube defects (NTD) constitute one of the
most common congenital abnormalities in the
United Kingdom. Their origin is generally accepted
as being multifactorial,1 involving a genetic pre-
disposition and environmental triggering factors,
but, despite extensive studies, the precise cause is not
known and the pathogenesis equally obscure. A
recent major advance has been the discovery that
recurrences of these defects can largely be prevented
by administration in the periconceptional period of
multivitamins2 3 or perhaps folic acid.4 However, the
underlying mechanism which results in NTD remains
unknown. Although the final proof can only come
from studies in man, the investigation of patho-
genesis is difficult and perhaps even impossible in
man and an animal model for these purposes is
essential.
Around 60% of the mouse mutant curly-tail have

an NTD of some kind, either exencephaly, spina
bifida aperta, or a curly-tail that arises because of
delayed closure of the posterior neuropore.5 All
mice are homozygous recessive for the curly-tail
gene, which arose as a spontaneous mutation in
1950, but the penetrance is reduced to around 60%
because of the action of modifiers in the rest of the
genome.6 7

In their presentation and secondary effects at
least, the NTD of the curly-tail mice have many
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points of similarity with human NTD.8 In particular,
there is a female excess in those affected which is
especially marked in exencephaly (the rodent form
of anencephaly)7; the amniotic fluid AFP levels are
raised where the fetuses have open lesions; there is
often polyhydramnios9; hydrocephalus may develop
in survivors with spina bifida; and, finally, there are
no other associated major abnormalities. In man,
although NTD may occur together with other
anomalies such as cleft lip or omphalocele, more
commonly spina bifida or anencephaly is an isolated
defect. The isolated NTD in the curly-tail mice
represent a sharp distinction from other animal
models hitherto often used to study the cause of
NTD, where both NTD and other abnormalities are
induced (in otherwise normal mice) by large doses
of teratogens. While accepting that there are
limitations, probably especially of causes, I submit
that the curly-tail mouse is a valid model in which to
study human NTD, and in particular their
pathogenesis.
These mice have already been used to provide

some insight into the way that both maternal and
fetal genes and an environmental component may
contribute to the production of NTD.10-14 I sum-
marise here recent experiments which have pointed
more specifically to possible mechanisms involved
in the condition, and which have led me to elaborate
a hypothesis concerning the pathogenesis of
NTD.
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The experiments were part of a series involving
the introduction into the pregnant curly-tail mouse,
during the sensitive phase of neural tube formation
in her offspring, of agents which are proven both to
be teratogenic to the rodent central nervous system
and to have a known biochemical effect on a specific
metabolic pathway. It was proposed to use smaller
amounts of these agents than were necessary to
produce NTD in animals not genetically predisposed
to the condition, hoping thereby that any agent
which then increased the proportion of NTD in the
curly-tail mice would imply that there was a gene-
environment interaction, and so give some indication
of which biochemical pathway was important in
pathogenesis.
Numerous different agents were tested to no

effect, but two, hydroxyurea and mitomycin C,
when administered on day 9 of pregnancy gave

results which were completely the opposite of those
expected. This led to the hypothesis being formulated
and then tested by a further series of experiments
using 5-fluorouracil.

Materials and methods

CBA/Gr-ct/ct males and young, adult, virgin
females were housed together under a harem
system, and the females examined each day for
vaginal plugs (day of plug=day 0 of pregnancy). On
day 9 of gestation, each female received a single
intraperitoneal injection, either of one of the
substances mentioned below, dissolved in saline, or

an equivalent volume of saline. On day 9 in the
curly-tail mouse, the neural tube is largely formed
and there is final fusion and closure of the
neuropores.'5
The pregnancy was then allowed to continue until

day 16, when the mother was killed, the number of
live embryos and resorptions (intrauterine deaths)
noted, and the embryos examined for any develop-
mental abnormalities.
The following substances and doses were injected:

hydroxyurea, 200, 400, 500, and 600 mg/kg (this
forms part of a paper published previously16);
mitomycin C, 1, 2, 4, and 6 mg/kg; and 5-fluoro-
uracil, 0-1, 0-25, 0-4, 0-5, 0-6, 0-7, and 0-8 mg/kg.
The results were analysed statistically comparing

drug treated animals with their appropriate controls
using a 2 x 2 contingency table for the actual numbers
obtained.

Results

Any mouse having exencephaly, lumbosacral or

caudal spina bifida, or a curly-tail is described as
'affected' or 'having an NTD'. As can be seen from
the controls in the experiments, around 60% (range
54 to 70%) of untreated curly-tail mice exhibit this
phenotype; the remainder, although having the
curly-tail genotype, do not express it and so have a
normal phenotype.
The effect of injecting hydroxyurea into the curly-

tail mouse on day 9 of pregnancy on the incidence
of NTD in the embryos is shown in table 1. A dose

TABLE 1 The effect of administration of various doses ofhydroxyurea to curly-tail mice on day 9 ofpregnancy on the
incidence ofneural tube defects in the embryos*.

Saline Hydroxyurea (mg/kg)
controls

200 400 500 600

No of litters 21 9 12 11 4
No of live embryos 120 58 67 64 25
Mean litter size 5.7 6-4 5.6 5-8 6-3
Noofresorptions(%) 6(5) 9(13) 14(17) 5(8) 0 (0)
No ofNTD (%) 65 (54) 33 (57) 18 (27) 24 (38) 6 (24)

*Adapted from Seller and Perkins.16

TABLE 2 The effect ofadministration of various doses ofmitomycin C to curly-tail mice on day 9 ofpregnancy on the
incidence ofneural tube defects in the embryos.

Saline Mitomycin C (mg/kg)
conlrols
pooled 1 2 4 6

No of litters 23 9 8 10 7
No of live embryos 158 75 53 64 59
Mean litter size 6*9 8 3 6-6 6.4 8.4
No ofresorptions (Y%) 23 (8) 2 (3) 2 (2) 6 (9) 7 (11)
NoofNTD(%) 98(62)* 32(43) 8(15) 12(19) 12(20)

*Range ofNTD between experiments: 58 to 70 %.
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TABLE 3 The effect of the administration ofvarious doses of5-fluorouracil to curly-tail mice on day 9 ofpregnancy on
the incidence ofneural tube defects in the embryos.

Saline 5-fluorouracil (mg/kg)
controls
(pooled) 0.1 0*25 0*4 05 0*6 0.7 0*8

No oflitters 31 5 7 6 6 7 12 9
Noofliveembryos 213 40 53 37 43 45 70 31
Mean litter size 6.9 8.0 7.6 6.2 7.2 6.4 5-8 3-4
Noofresorptions(%) 16(7) 1(2) 3(5) 3(7) 6(12) 7(13) 18(20) 32(51)
NoofNTD(%) 135(63)* 28(70) 35(66) 20(54) 22(51) 16(36) 14(20) 4(13)

*Range ofNTD between experiments: 58 to 70%.

of 200 mg/kg did not alter the incidence but 400, 500,
and 600 mg/kg significantly reduced the number of
NTD to 27 %, 38 %, and 24% respectively
(p= <0*01 in the first two cases, p=<0*001 for
600 mg/kg). Thus, hydroxyurea had a curative effect
on the mice. There was no embryotoxicity or
decrease in litter size. The treatment did not induce
any other major abnormalities, except that gastro-
schisis was observed in 3% of mice treated with
400 mg/kg and in 5% of mice given 500 mg/kg.
This abnormality is found occasionally in untreated
mice.
The results obtained with mitomycin C are shown

in table 2. When administered to the mother on day
9, 1 mg/kg reduced the NTD in the embryos to 43%
(p=0.05 to 0.02), while 2, 4, and 6 mg/kg had a
highly significant effect, decreasing the NTD to
15%, 19 %, and 20% respectively (p= <0 * 001 in all
cases). Thus, mitomycin C also had a beneficial
effect upon the curly-tail mice. Again, there was no
reduction in litter size and no other abnormalities
were induced by the treatment.
When 5-fluorouracil was administered to the

pregnant curly-tail mouse on day 9, 0-1, 0 25, and
0.4 mg/kg did not alter the number of NTD in her
offspring (table 3). However, with larger doses there
was a linear decrease in the incidence of NTD with
increasing amounts. With 0.5, 0-6, 0.7, and 0-8
mg/kg, there were 51%, 36%, 20%, and 13%
respectively of embryos with NTD (p=0.05 to 0-02
for 0.4 mg/kg, p= <0.001 in all other cases). So
5-fluorouracil also exerts a curative effect on the
curly-tail mice. The highest dose was, however, toxic
to the embryo, half the total implantations were
intrauterine deaths, and the litter size (calculated
from the living embryos) was reduced. Further,
around 30% of these living embryos, although
having no gross abnormality, were oedematous.

Discussion

In these experiments, it was observed that a signi-
ficant proportion of fetal neural tubes genetically
programmed to remain open can be made to close

by the administration of hydroxyurea, mitomycin C,
and 5-fluorouracil to the mother on day 9 of
pregnancy. Since these are cytotoxic agents, they are
somewhat surprising candidates for 'curative agents'
during embryogenesis.
Such a curative effect on day 9 had also been

observed previously with vitamin A.10 However, the
primary effect of vitamin A is not known; its
secondary effects are wide-ranging and found in
both ectodermal and mesodermal derivatives, and it
produces many different abnormalities in the curly-
tail and other mice. For these reasons, vitamin A is
omitted from considerations relative to this hypo-
thesis. Hydroxyurea, mitomycin C, and 5-fluoro-
uracil, by contrast, on the whole do not produce any
other significant abnormalities in the curly-tail mice.
Further, their primary site of action is known and
they all have a common denominator in that they
are inhibitors of DNA synthesis, although acting
at different points in the biosynthetic pathway.
Hydroxyurea specifically inhibits the enzyme ribo-
nucleotide reductase.'7 This blocks the production
of all deoxyribonucleotides and hence inhibits DNA
synthesis. Secondary effects are inhibition of cell
division, with cells in the S phase of mitosis being
irreversibly damaged and becoming necrotic.18
Mitomycin C induces cross-linking of the comple-
mentary strands of the DNA molecule19 and thus
interferes with DNA replication and leads to cell
death, yet apparently has little effect on the ability
of the DNA to direct the synthesis of proteins.
5-fluorouracil specifically inhibits thymidylate syn-
thetase and so prevents the formation of deoxythy-
midylic acid, one of the four deoxyribonucleotides
involved in DNA synthesis before cell replication,
from its precursor, deoxyuridylic acid.20

In the experiments described in the curly-tail
mice, it was when the identical unexpected findings
were obtained with both hydroxyurea and mito-
mycin C that it was wondered whether inhibition of
DNA synthesis was a cardinal point. From these
two series of experiments, it appeared that in the
curly-tail mouse, ifDNAsynthesis could be reversibly
inhibited for a time, then significant prevention of
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the occurrence of NTD could be achieved. So it was
then predicted that if another inhibitor of DNA
synthesis was used it would have the same effect.
Consequently, 5-fluorouracil was selected and
tested and found to bear out the prediction.
One plausible explanation for these findings is

that the NTD in the curly-tail mice arise from a
dyssynchrony of DNA synthesis. More specifically,
it could be that NTD arise in those embryos which
have delayed DNA synthesis, because of a basic
metabolic defect in the biosynthetic pathway of
DNA, whereby lower than normal amounts of one
of the metabolites necessary for the biosynthesis of
DNA occur. This could be critical to rapidly growing
tissues relying for normal morphogenesis on speedy
cell division. This delay in DNA synthesis could in
turn cause fewer than normal cells to be produced
so that morphogenesis of the CNS is delayed and
thus cannot be completed correctly. If this is so, it
could follow that this deficiency can be made good
if DNA synthesis is reversibly inhibited for a time
to allow accumulation of that essential metabolite.
If development is transiently arrested at a critical
time (administration of DNA inhibitors on day 8
was not beneficial,'6 on day 9 markedly effective),
the cells are brought into line and normal develop-
ment ensues, at the price of a total developmental
delay, from which it appears possible to recover
without obvious detrimental consequence (although
mitomycin C might not be without some long term
effects manifest postnatally2l).

Experimental zinc deficiency in rats seems to give
support to the hypothesis outlined here. When zinc
deficiency is induced in pregnant rats, CNS and
other abnormalities result in the offspring. Although
hydrocephalus is the most common defect produced,
NTD also occur.22 The embryos of such mothers
have depressed synthesis of DNA23 and there is a
regional difference in the rate of DNA synthesis
within the embryo; further maternal administration
of zinc will reverse this.24 Eckhert and Hurley24 have
suggested that these zinc induced congenital
abnormalities are produced by asynchronous dif-
ferential growth rates which result from depressed
DNA synthesis.

In line with the hypothesis proposed to explain the
experimental findings in the curly-tail mice, albeit
speculative, I suggest that the cause of NTD in man
is similarly a basic metabolic defect in the bio-
synthetic pathway of DNA. Such a suggestion is not
inconsistent with the clinical observations that
pregnant women with NTD fetuses have low blood
levels of folate,25 zinc,26 and vitamin B12,27 or with
the findings in women that periconceptional multi-
vitamin2 3 or folate4 supplementation prevents the
recurrence of NTD. Folate, vitamin B,2, zinc, and

other vitamins are intimately involved, directly or
indirectly, in the biosynthesis of DNA and its
precursors.

The experimental work described here was carried
out with the aid of generous financial assistance
from Action Research-The National Fund for
Research into Crippling Diseases. I thank Kathy
J Perkins for technical assistance.
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